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agrē
agrē Solutions
Advanced
Technology for
Agribusiness

More Solutions by
Tronia Systems
 Integrated Blend Control communicate directly with
integrated blend controllers
 Grower Central
- provide
flexible, secure
data access to
your producers
 Agronomy - crop plans, soil
tests , scouting reports, &
recommendations
 agrēGrain - full grain
management solution
 Customer Relationship
Management - included with
agrē

S Y S T E M S

L I M I T E D

agrē Hosted
Your company relies heavily on its financial management and accounting solutions to
manage and grow your business. But as your business grows traditional technology
solutions can be more of a hindrance than a tool. Expensive upgrades to software and
hardware, increased time spent administering and maintain your network and system
downtimes can negatively impact your bottom line.
The agrē Hosted service can simplify your entire information technology situation – and
reduce your technology expenses to a predictable monthly fee - by providing your agrē
software solution as a service (SaaS). Your agrē software and data is hosted at a
secure, state-of-the-art, redundant data center and is managed by Tronia’s IT experts
and various host partners. Hosted services deliver complete administration and
maintenance of your agrē solution, ensuring faster problem resolution, offsite data
backup-up for disaster recovery, seamless upgrades, and automatic application of
critical software patches.
With solutions that are up to date, available, and managed for performance by Tronia’s
experts, your business can focus on its operations instead of its technology, helping you
achieve a greater return on your technology investment.

The Future of Software Is Hosted
By implementing agrē Hosted in your organization, you can invest less time and money
in managing software and focus your resources on growing your business.

Why agrē Hosted
The agrē Hosted service provides your business with the most powerful and flexible
technology solution available to agribusinesses today.
 Improved Availability
 Ability to Grow
 Better Problem Management
 Tightened Security and Disaster Recovery


Smoother Upgrades

Contact Tronia Today! Toll Free: 1-888-987-6642
Email: sales@tronia.com

Improved Availability
Tronia Systems provides 24/7 monitoring of your solutions to reduce both planned and
unplanned downtime, and increase disaster recovery preparedness, to ensure that your
solutions are up and running when you need them most.

Ability to Grow

agrē Hosted Benefits
 Reduces technology
costs to a predictable
monthly fee
 Easier to budget your
technology costs
 Average 99.9% uptime
improves availability of
your technology
solutions
 Multiple redundant
servers means you are
less likely to experience
downtime due to
hardware failures
 Never buy or upgrade a
server again
 Use almost any client
computer to access
your accounting
information – Windows,
Linux or Macintosh
 Security from
unauthorized entry and
malicious Internet
attacks
 Reduces the
administration of system
upgrades and patches –
we do it for you
 Allows your employees
to focus on your
business instead of on
your technology

The agrē Hosted service allows you to tailor your agrē solution to your company’s
needs. Our monthly/per user fee schedule allows you to add and remove users as
required each month, so you can add users for your busy seasons and remove them in
the slower months. This ability to add users easily also gives you the flexibility to
expand your agrē Hosted solution as your business grows.

Better Problem Management
agrē Hosted customers tend to file fewer support calls and receive faster resolution to
their support calls due to the fact that have less complex technology infrastructures
within their organizations. Since agrē Hosted customers don’t require servers or wide
area networks to connect all of their users and locations together, they tend to have
less problems with their computer systems. As long as each of your employees can
access the Internet from wherever they are, they can connect and use the agrē Hosted
solution.

Tightened Security and Disaster Recovery
agrē Hosted customers have a high level of security for their critical company data to
help prevent security breaches, viruses and worms for impacting their business. All
agrē Hosted data is backed up and secured off-site in a third party data facility to
ensure that disaster recovery in the event of a situation is assured.

Smoother Upgrades
Tronia Systems provides our agrē Hosted customers automatic upgrades, reducing
both the time and effort required to install upgrades so you benefit from the latest agrē
software, effortlessly.

 Access your accounting
information from any
computer with Internet
access – easily and
securely

Contact Tronia Today! Toll Free: 1-888-987-6642
Email: sales@tronia.com

